


If you are looking to improve business growth, enhance performance and to stay ahead of the competition, you could 
benefit from the support of TechXB. With so much happening in the tech world, businesses need an efficient means of 
keeping ahead of the competition, and this is where TechXB delivers.
 
By keeping up or ahead of the ever advancing digital wave your business will be better able to adapt to increasingly 
volatile market opportunities and threats. Your business will be perceived as better connected and more considerate. 
You staff will be more motivated and your operations will be more efficient.
 
This is not about investing more cash into technology, nor is it about turning your staff into geeks. TechXB will instead 
make your people more ‘tech-savvy’, 

TechXB’s Academy and Consulting services empower business leaders, staff members and business participants with 
crucial tech. insights. These then allow them to collectively thrive far better in today’s and tomorrow’s competitive        
business landscapes.
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Through the TechXB Academy,  you will have access to:

• An integrated system of business education for executives, managers and entrepreneurs, focusing on how to create 
competitive advantage in a fast-changing business landscape.

• An integrated system of business education for the workplace focusing on how each individual in your company can 
contribute to the creation of a more efficient, connected and tech-oriented company.

• The use of up-to-date methods that allow you to learn by doing.

•  Relevant examples of how new technologies have enabled success in other companies.
 
TechXB’s Academy can delivers valuable training packages covering all of the above, tailored to your needs as detailed 
below. TechXB’s Consulting services can also be delivered independently of, in parallel, or subsequent to any Academy 
package.
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Our TechXB Academy Courses are modeled along 3 main areas:

100 Executive Briefing series
200 Digital Master Class Series
300 Digital Business School – University Program

100 Executive Briefing Series - A carefully prepared suite of tech briefings for - key executives, project teams,        
entreprneurs and staff members responsible for the future and long-term strategic goals of the company, focusing on 
how today’s tech can be applied for competitive advantage.

Course list:

110 Executive Briefing: Introduction to Digital Business
120 Executive Briefing: Future Technology
130 Executive Briefing: Strategic Impact of Digital Transformation

Briefings can be provided face to face or via online modules with additional support. 
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200 Digital Master Class Series - An  an integrated system of training resources for the workplace – designed 
to increase the performance of your business by making it more “tech-savvy”. This regularly updated training focuses 
on how current and emerging tech can be applied to make businesses more efficient, agile and ‘connected’. Example 
recent courses:

210 Digital Master Class Series: Digital Business
220 Digital Master Class Series: Digital Mindset
230 Digital Master Class Series: Digital Technologies
240 Digital Master Class Series: Digital Horizon
250 Digital Master Class Series: Digital Change Management

These courses are designed to delivery via an online, modular format.



300 University Program - A comprehensive and strategic program for business schools. This program offers a        
systematic approach to appreciating how existing and emerging digital tech. can be applied to enhance the value of 
businesses.

Digital Business School

TechXB Academy training can be delivered in a variety of ways to suit the specific needs of educational and corporate 
clients.
 Course programs are delivered along with a range of course material, including: 

• A series of eBooks on how to integrate new technologies in business, in addition to our latest edition of our bestseller: 
Social Media in Business: Succeeding in the New Internet Revolution.

•  Regular articles on what is happening in the world of technology in order to keep you updated as your business 
moves forward.
•  An online newsletter that summarizes highlights of the month.
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Available anytime and from anywhere, the Learning Hub is our secure and user-friendly  training platform. The plat-
form was originally developed to allow diverse groups of participants at business schools, easy access to Academy  
resources.

In addition to being a delivery mechanism for and learning, the Learning Hub is also designed to provide support to 
prevent the typical drop out rate of 90-95% for online courses. Our courses are designed to maintain engagement            
between participants by using accountability systems. Group courses are deployed as appropriate to  develop tech.      
collaboration skills and Q&A’s help answer a wide range of course queries.

The Learning Hub also offers quizzes as part of each course so that participants can be assessed and monitor                     
themselves on their own progress.

Key benefits:

Clarity, ease of access and relevance deliver motivated and capable students.
 
The Learning Hub is available at any time via PCs and any mobile devices including smartphones and tablets. People 
signed up to the Learning Hub gain instant access to:
  
1. Video Modules
2. Documents linked to each module
3. Discussions and online forums
4. Interesting Quizzes 
5. Question and Answer sessions(Q&A)
 6. Progress measuring and monitoring tools
7. Communication with other students
 

TECHXB LEARNING HUB 
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The Learning Hub is a gateway to all online resources. Some will keep students abreast of the latest tech.                                                       
developments. Others will equip them with a crucial common ‘language’, so that when actions are initiated, all pull in 
the right direction.

TECHXB LEARNING HUB 



There are three main pathways for businesses to benefit from TechXB Academy:

1. Licensing the online Tech XB | ACADEMY - Standard Program:

 We license agreed standard Academy course content and access the Learning Hub

2. Tailoring the Tech XB | ACADEMY - Customized Program:

We tailor our content and Learning Hub interface to the needs of your business.
As part of this we may also offer either a co-branding or white-label arrangement.

 
3. Licensing the Tech XB | LEARNING HUB - Your Content Program:

We configure our Learning Hub onto your servers to deliver your own existing in-house training, possibly with                         
informed inputs from ourselves and possibly also in addition to our other tailored Academy services. 
 
These three broad pathways are infinitely reconfigurable and, all Academy business will merit an initial meeting to          
discuss the best route forward.

Please contact us directly at Steve@techxb.com for more information on licensing or other arrangements that you may want to discuss.
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E: Info@TechXB.com
W: TechXB.com

Tel: 0203 369 6960
Int:  (+44) 20 3369 6960

WHAT NEXTED

Our services, whilst structured and expert-based are eminently customizable.
 

Please find out more by setting up an exploratory meeting. 


